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By Don Durrett

This chart reveals all you need to know about gold in the near term:

The PMI (purchasing managers index) is by far the most accurate indicator of the
strength of the US economy. While the economy is not robust, it is clearly strong
enough to avoid a recession in the near term. Both the services and manufacturing
PMIs have bounced out of recession territory, which is sub 50. Until the US economy
rolls over, or we get a black swan event, gold isn't going much higher.
While the PMIs are currently a gale-force wind blowing in the face of gold, there is
also the strong US dollar, which is generating headwinds for gold. There are a lot of
smart professional investors (Kyle Bass, Russell Napier, Raoul Pal, Hugh Hendry -- all
the smart guys) who are expecting the dollar to trend higher over the next few
months. Currently the dollar (DXY index) is at 100. I don't think anyone knows where
it will trade next (95 or 105), but the odds indicate it will go higher in the near term.
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And unless the dollar breaks down below 97, we probably won't see $1300 gold this
year.
Perhaps we will get lucky and gold will de-couple from the dollar and will rise no
matter what the dollar does. However, I have my doubts we will see this de-coupling
in 2017. I think gold will remain highly correlated to the dollar and the US economy
this year. For gold to take off above $1300, I think the US economy has to weaken,
which will likely push the dollar down. That probably won't happen until summer at
the earliest. This puts a lot of headwinds on gold for the first half of the year. My
expectation is a trading range from $1125 to $1270, until we get more information.
I like gold's chances the second half of the year. Why? Because Trump is boxed in with
an overvalued stock market, an overvalued housing market, low interest rates, a high
dollar, a shrinking middle class, stagnant wages, high taxes, huge debt, a huge deficit,
manipulated markets, a broke EU, a broke Japan, no global growth, and a possible
trade war with Mexico, Asia or Europe. What a mess. At some point soon, something is
going to break.

Gold is probably trapped below $1270 for the first half of the year unless we get some
type of black swan event, and the fear trade kicks in. I say that it is trapped because
there are so many factors pushing down gold at this time: a stable economy that
refuses to roll over into a recession; expectations of higher interest rates; a strong
dollar; a strong stock market; and the Trump factor of a renewed focus on economic
growth.
I expect the economy to weaken at some point this year, but in the first half it is not
going to be easy for gold to overcome these hurdles. I know the first month looked
strong for gold, but I'm not excited yet. Once we trade above $1270, I'll start to perk
up. I'm just hoping that we stay above $1200, and then breakout in the second half as
the economy weakens and the dollar rolls over. On the other hand, I hope I'm being
too pessimistic and we breakout above $1300 in Q1. However, that is going to require
several trends to reverse.
Now, while that may appear to be a somewhat negative forecast for the first half of
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the year for gold prices, I'm starting to get really excited. Why? Because I don't think
gold and silver prices can be held down for much longer. The key numbers for me are
the steady increase in US and global debt, while simultaneously stagnate global trade
growth. For the last two years, global trade has stalled to a level of around 1% (see
chart below). There is basically no trade growth, while countries add huge amounts of
debt.

Global trade is a wealth generator and the current stagnation shows the lack of
wealth generation. This stagnation in tandem with substantial debt accumulation is a
telltale sign that a crisis is forming. I don't think I am crying wolf. Unless Trump can
buoy the US GDP growth to 3% and push the global trade growth higher than 1%,
something is going to break in the financial markets. If this crisis does not occur in the
second half of this year, then I expect it in 2018. My expectation is that this is going
to be extremely beneficial for gold and silver prices.
My expectation of higher gold and silver prices reduces the risk of holding mining
stocks. We could see lower gold prices in the near team, but if my analysis is correct,
this downturn will not last very long. I have very low expectations of protracted low
gold prices. Perhaps Trump will prove me wrong and gold will crash, but that's not my
expectation.
Here are a few charts:
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Gold is currently above the 50 DMA (50 Day Moving Average), which is a good thing.
However, I think it will trade below this line in February. Notice the 200 DMA at $1267
on this 1 year daily gold chart (see red line above). That is the number we need to get
above. I doubt it will occur before summer.
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The dollar index (DXY) has been trending lower (see 3 year chart above), but it is
strongly above the 200 DMA (see red line above). The key is getting the dollar to
breakdown below 93. Notice the lack of support below that level (see green line
above). Conversely, there is an abundance of support from 97 to 94. Getting below 94
will not be easy, or so it appears.

The HUI chart (see 3 year chart above) looks a bit dangerous. If the 50 DMA fails to
hold (currently 186), then 160 could get tested. Let's hope it doesn't, because if 160
fails to hold, then we could drop hard. What we need in the HUI is a breakout above
the 200 DMA (currently 220). That would make me feel confident that the bottom is
in, and we are heading higher. A bounce off of 186 (50 DMA) would also be positive.
We do not want to trade below 180 and move into danger territory.
*****
I don't know about you, but bitcoin has my attention. The move from $400 to $1000
that began in October was stunning. There are now 16 million bitcoins with a
valuation around $16 billion. That's a pretty big number, and it's starting to get a lot
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of attention. My interest is how bitcoin is related to gold and silver prices. So far
there has been no correlation, but I have a hunch that bitcoin is signaling higher
precious metal prices. Both are hedges against fiat currencies.
Here are my favorite reasons why bitcoin will be a success:
1. Only 16 million bitcoins exist, and only 21 million will ever be made. Currently only
3200 are made each day, and that total shrinks by half every few years by a process
calling halving. Plus, it is estimated that as many as 3 million bitcoins have been lost.

2. You can convert currency into bitcoins and load them on a Visa/Mastercard Debit
card. This card will be good anywhere that accepts Visa/Mastercard. Plus, the value
of the card will be the value of bitcoin. It will literally become an investment that you
hold in your pocket. Pretty cool.

3. Any two people (or businesses) who have bitcoin wallets can transfer money to
each other. This provides direct transactions and no middle man. Voila, no 3%
middleman fee. Note that the locations of the people or businesses is irrelevant. All
they need is an Internet connection.

4. It is a decentralized system without an overriding organization. It lives organically
on its own. This makes it very difficult to kill. Governments can tax it and outlaw it,
but it will likely survive.

These benefits are so huge that banks and governments are going to try to stop it.
That's why it is a risky investment. But then what investment with huge returns isn't
risky? I think worst case, each bitcoin will be worth $5,000 in the future. And best
case $500,000. It will probably be somewhere in the middle.
By the way, if the Chinese government were going to outlaw it in China, I doubt they
would be making it more stable, which is essentially what they have been doing by
forcing the bitcoin exchanges to charge for transactions.
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How high with bitcoin go? Clif High and the webbot are calling for $40,000 in the
medium term, but Clif expects it to go higher than that in the long term. He has a
pretty good track record with bitcoin predictions:
1. He said that the third time bitcoin went through $428, it would never go back
down. Correct.
2. He said that bitcoin would go through the $500s very quickly. Correct.
3. He said that bitcoin would "walk" from $688 to $1000 very quickly. Correct.
4. He said that bitcoin would gap up once it reached the $800s. Correct.
5. He said all of this movement in bitcoin would occur in China. Correct.
6. He said that once bitcoin bitcoin reached $1080, it would retrace to $888 and
dither, and then $888 would be the new bottom. That seems to be happening now.
7. His next prediction is that bitcoin will begin another surge in late January, and
once it passes through $1080, that will be the new bottom.
8. Once it reaches $2300, it will quickly drop $500. The retracement after this $500
drop will only take one week, with large demand from India.
*****
One idea about the US economy rolling over in 2017, is that Trump is likely to get into
a trade war with Mexico, Asia, or Europe. If this happens, then countries will raise
their tariffs, thereby creating inflation in the US and globally. This inflation will cause
interest rates to rise, which will likely slow global growth. I have my doubts that
many developed economies can handle higher rates. Just about every developed
economy is weak and cannot afford any additional weakness.
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Another idea to expect the US economy to rollover in 2017, is that no President
following a two-term President has not had a recession in his first year in office in
over 100 years. Trump will have to make economic history to not have a recession.
*****
Victoria Gold received financing this week to build their large mine in the Yukon.
There are several companies currently building their first mine (see list below). I
always like to own J-NP (junior near-term producer) stocks when they have solid
projects in good locations (I own all of the stocks on this list except one). The reason
why is for two reasons. First, investors tend to undervalue the gold or silver in the
ground that these companies own. Second, these companies tend to become growth
stocks, eventually building or buying additional mines.

*****

I learned about PFICs (Passive Foreign Investment Companies) last week. This only
applies to US citizens. I was surprised to find out that many mining companies are
designated as PFICs by the IRS. I would recommend that you do some research about
PFICs if you are a US citizen and own any foreign exploration, development, or royalty
stocks. These companies are handled differently for tax purposes.
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Stocks in the News

Victoria Gold Project Gets Funded
January 24, 2017 Victoria Gold: US$220M Project Debt Facility for the Eagle Gold Mine

Toronto, ON / January 24, 2017 / Victoria Gold Corp. (TSX.V-VIT) "Victoria" or the
"Company" is pleased to announce that it has appointed BNP Paribas ("BNPP") as the sole
Mandated Lead Arranger ("MLA") to arrange up to US$220 million of senior, secured project
debt (the "Facility") for Victoria's Eagle Gold Project in Yukon, Canada.

Mr. John McConnell, President and CEO of Victoria commented; "This facility is expected to be
the foundation of the financing package that will fund the Eagle Project through construction and
into production. This is the first important milestone in what promises to be a very busy and
exciting 2017 at Victoria. We look forward to continuing to work with BNP Paribas toward
commitment and closing.

My Comments:

This is great news. Unless they get taken out, this should be a 5 bagger at higher gold
prices.
*****

Sabina Gold & Silver Reports Nunavut Impact Review Board
provides direction for re-engagement on Back River Gold
Project
January 24, 2017
Vancouver, BC – Sabina Gold & Silver Corp (SBB.T), (“Sabina” or the “Company”) is pleased
to announce that Nunavut Impact Review Board (“NIRB”) has provided guidance to all parties
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on the scope and process of further review of the Back River Gold Project (“Back River” or the
“Project”).
On June 15, 2016, the NIRB recommended to the Minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs
Canada (“INAC”) that the Back River Project should not proceed to the next phase of permitting.
On January 12, 2017, the Minister of INAC advised the NIRB that their report was deficient in
several areas and referred the report back to NIRB for further consideration.
Under NIRB’s expeditiously received guidance, NIRB has requested that Sabina file a Final
Environmental Impact Statement (“FEIS”) or addendum “as soon as practicable”. Sabina has
been working diligently in anticipation of additional information requests and plans to file the
addendum with NIRB within several weeks. The addendum would focus on the deficiencies
noted in the five areas of the Minister’s decision and would provide relevant new and updated
information. Following Sabina’s submission, NIRB will issue timelines and undertake a
technical review and public hearings. Sabina anticipates that the NIRB could issue its new
recommendation to the Minister in mid-2017, subject to the NIRB’s ultimate issued timelines.
My Comments:
This looks very positive for Sabina. I would expect them to now get all of their
permits.
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Member Emails / Questions
Hi Don,
Just has a quick look at Golden Minerals. I don't know why you like that stock. They are total
muppets. How about this pearl from last June's results...
"An increase in the Company's stock price during the second quarter 2016 resulted in a non-cash
loss of $1.1 million for the derivative value associated with its outstanding warrants".
And this bit sums them up...
Financial Outlook
The Company currently expects it will have sufficient cash to continue its business plan into 2017
without external funding. In addition to the $3.9 million cash balance at June 30, 2016, the
Company expects to receive approximately $2.4 million in net operating margin from the lease of
the oxide plant in the remaining two quarters of 2016 and has received $0.6 million from the sale
of non-strategic exploration properties in the third quarter. The Company currently plans to
spend approximately $3.9 million during the remaining two quarters of 2016, resulting in a
projected cash balance at year-end 2016 of approximately $3.0 million:
$0.7 million at the Velardena Properties for care and maintenance;
$1.1 million on exploration activities and property holding costs related to exploration
properties located primarily in Mexico, including project assessment and development costs
related to the Santa Maria, Rodeo and other properties;
$0.3 million on El Quevar maintenance activities, property holding costs and continuing project
evaluation costs;
$1.4 million on general and administrative costs;
$0.4 million on an increase in working capital related primarily to a reduction in current
liabilities involving the payment of equity taxes in a foreign jurisdiction.
So... they're spending tonnes of money running on the spot.
It's amazing they are still going given they're descent. $100m cash, loads of properties and an
operating mine. Now look at what they have, they're no closer to production and they're
hemorrhaging cash.
Paul
My Response:
I agree that management has done a poor job (I'm being kind). In hindsight, I wish I
had a smaller position, and I plan to sell this as one of my first stocks (I still expect it
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to rise 10x).
They are currently drilling a small property in Colorado (Rodeo). Why? These guys
have made some questionable calls, but they are so cheap that higher silver prices
will make them healthy in a hurry. I still think their ECU properties have huge upside
once silver reaches $30 or higher. They are are ignoring those properties, which I think
have potentially 300 million oz. They say the geology is too complex, but it will get
simple at higher silver prices.
The CEO is not one of my favorites. No doubt about that. I’m just hoping they replace
him. I probably shouldn’t have it as a Top 25, but I would still buy it at this value. It’s
a hold your nose stock. Again, the key is their ECU property at higher silver prices.

I will remove it from the Top 25 and as a top pick.
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Top 25 List
(Based on $2,500 gold)

List of the best risk/reward stocks with 5+ bagger potential. These are the first stocks
I would buy after my foundation of bullion, majors, and mid-tiers was in place.

Changes
Added: Rye Patch Gold, Vista Gold, K92 Mining.
Removed: Silver Lake Resources (moved to 5 to 20 bagger list), Strategic Metals
(moved to 5 to 20 bagger list). These are both solid stocks, but I needed room for Rye
Patch and Vista Gold. Golden Minerals (moved to 5 to 20 bagger list).
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Potential 5 to 20 Bagger List (28)
(Based on $2,500 gold)

These are top picks that did not make the Top 25 list, but have a good risk/reward
profile and pencil as 5 to 20 baggers at higher gold/silver prices.

Changes
Added: Silver Lake Resources, Strategic Metals, Pure Gold, Golden Reign Resources,
Golden Minerals, Alexco Recources.
Removed: Rye Patch Gold (moved to top 25), Vista Gold (moved to top 25), Santacruz
Silver (high cash costs), K92 Mining (moved to top 25).
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Potential 20+ Bagger List (11)
(Based on $2,500 gold)

List includes some Top Picks, but most are not because of high risk.

Changes
Added:
Removed: Salazar Resources (moved to exploration stocks).
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Exploration Stocks (30)
List of exploration stocks. I consider these lottery picks, because they are dependent
on future drill results for large returns.

Changes
Added:
Removed:
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Potential 2 to 3 Bagger List (28)
(Based on $2,500 gold)

List of the best moderate risk / moderate return stocks. These are mostly producers
or near-term producer.

Changes
Added: Torex Gold, Gogold Resources, Wesdome Mines.
Removed: Golden Reign Resources (moved to the 5 to 20 bagger list), Pure Gold
(moved to the 5 to 20 bagger list), Alexco Resources (moved to the 5 to 20 bagger
list).
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Dividend Stocks (21)
(Based on $2,500 gold)

List of the best dividend paying stocks. These are all large producers or royalty stocks.

Changes
Added:
Removed:
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Top Picks Analyzed This Month
1) K92 Mining (Emerging Mid-Tier Producer): 5 to 20 Bagger List. 3 Rating. This stock
is not super cheap and is dependent on exploration success, but I like their chances.
They have 100,000 acres to explore and have the potential to be a 150,000 oz
producer. They have a good management team and the grade is excellent (7 gpt).
They have 2 million oz and that could double. I like these types of stocks that are
building their first mine and could become a growth stock.
2) Falco Resources (Late Stage Development): Top 25. 3.5 Rating. They have the
goods (4.5 million oz) with low cash costs ($500 per oz), and the location (Quebec).
Plus, the FD market cap is only $111 million. There are some red flags for Falco. They
are a takeover target, dilution is likely to fund the high capex, and production is not
until 2021. I like these types of stocks as long as they don't get taken out. If they build
a second mine and gold prices rise, the upside potential is huge.
3) Silver Lake Resources (Mid-Tier Producer): 5 to 20 Bagger List. 3.5 Rating. This is
a good stock to own, but it's a bit pricey entry point. It's right on the edge of being to
expensive with a FD market cap of $247 million. If you want it, now is probably your
last chance. They have low cash costs and a smart management team that is growing
the company. It probably still belongs in the top 25, but there are 25 better stocks.
4) Strategic Metals (Project Generator): 5 to 20 Bagger List. 3.5 Rating. They have
130 properties in the Yukon, plus ownership in several companies worth $20 million. If
the Yukon becomes a large mining district, then they will benefit. Management has
not impressed me, but hopefully that will change. One big discovery and this stock
could fly.
5) Equitas Resources. (Late Stage Development): 20+ Bagger List. 3 Rating. This
stock has a lot of risk, but also the properties to be a high flyer. If they can just
survive and then gold prices blast off, they could be in a good position to raise money
to begin production. They only need about $10 million to produce 15,000 oz. Then
they could easily double that total. They have low resources (500,000 oz), but a lot of
exploration potential on 450,000 acres in Brazil. Their FD market cap is $5 million.
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6) Freegold Ventures (Late Stage Development): 20+ Bagger List. 3 Rating. They
have a solid project in Alaska with 6 million oz (.6 gpt). However, management has
not done a good job advancing it. I think it will get taken out once gold reaches
$1400. The low grade and marginal economics (20% IRR), should prevent a takeover in
the near term. At some point, this stock is going to take off from it's current low
valuation of $19 million.
7) Avino Silver & Gold (Emerging Mid-Tier Producer): 5 to 20 Bagger List. 3.5 Rating.
at Bralorne, then they could surprise to the upside.
8) Minco Silver (Late Stage Development): 5 to 20 Bagger List. 3.5 Rating. All they
exploration potential to expand in size. The only problem is the location: China.
9) Atacama Pacific Gold (Late Stage Development): 20+ Bagger List. 3 Rating. They
debt.
10) Silver Bear Resources (Near Term Producer): Top 25. 3.5 Rating. There are per
oz.
11) Rye Patch Gold (Near Term Producer): 5 to 20 Bagger List. 3.5 Rating. They are
stock, then you will usually get a 10 bagger.
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Stocks Analyzed This Month:
Ivanhoe Mines (Advancing a large platinum/gold project in South Africa. 3 Rating.
Gold. Late Stage Development. South Africa, DRC (Democratic Republic of Congo)).
K92 Mining (Gold producer in Papua New Guinea. 3 Rating. Gold. Emerging Mid-Tier
Producer. Papua New Guinea).
White Gold Corp. (Early exploration in the Yukon. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (Yukon)).
Falco Resources (Advancing a large gold project in Canada. 3.5 Rating. Gold. Late
Stage Development. Canada (Quebec)).
Silver Lake Resources (Gold producer in Australia. 3.5 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier
Producer. Australia).
Strategic Metals (Early exploration in the Yukon. 3.5 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (Yukon)).
Santacruz Silver (Small silver producer in Mexico. 3 Rating. Silver. Small Producer.
Mexico).
Equitas Resources (Trying to become a small gold producer in Brazil. 3 Rating. Gold.
Late Stage Production. Brazil).
Red Eagle Mining (Gold producer in Colombia. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Emerging Mid-Tier
Producer. Colombia).
Coeur Mining (Large silver and gold producer. 2.5 Rating. Silver. Mid-Tier Producer.
USA, Mexico, Argentina, Australia).
Pretium Resources (Near-term gold producer in Canada. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Near-Term
Producer. Canada (British Columbia)).
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McEwen Mining (Large silver and gold producer. 2.5 Rating. Silver. Mid-Tier Producer.
USA, Mexico, Argentina).
Detour Gold (Large gold producer in Canada. 1.5 Rating. Gold. Major. Canada
(Ontario)).
Richmont Mines (Gold producer in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier Producer. Canada
(Ontario, Quebec)).
Teranga Gold (Gold producer in West Africa. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier Producer.
West Africa (Senegal, Burkina Faso, Cote D'Ivoire)).
Teuton Resources (Early exploration in Canada (Golden Triangle). 2.5 Rating. Gold.
Project Generator. Canada (British Columbia)).
Freegold Ventures (Trying to advance a large gold project in Alaska. 3 Rating. Gold.
Late Stage Development. USA (Alaska)).
Savary Gold (Early exploration in West Africa. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
West Africa (Burkina Faso)).
Wesdome Gold (Gold producer in Canada. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Emerging Mid-Tier
Producer. Canada (Ontario, Quebec)).
Prophecy Development (Trying to advance a silver project in Bolivia. 3 Rating. Silver.
Late Stage Development. Bolivia).
Castle Silver Resources (Early exploration in Canada. 1.5 Rating. Silver. Project
Generator. Canada (Ontario)).
Antioquia Gold (Near-term small producer in Colombia. 2 Rating. Gold. Near-Term
Producer. Colombia).
WPC Resources (Trying to become a small gold producer in Canada. 3 Rating. Gold.
Late Stage Production. Canada (Northwest Territory)).
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Nexus Gold (Early exploration in West Africa. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
West Africa (Burkina Faso), USA (Nevada)).
Heatherdale Resources (Trying to become a small gold producer in Alaska. 2.5
Rating. Gold. Late Stage Production. USA (Alaska)).
Sierra Metals (Silver and copper producer in Mexico and Peru. 2.5 Rating. Silver. MidTier Producer. Mexico, Peru).
GT Gold Corp (Early exploration in Canada. 1.5 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (British Columbia)).
Dynacor Gold Mines (Toll miner and early exploration in Peru. 2 Rating. Gold. Early
Exploration. Peru).
Viscount Mining (Early exploration in Nevada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator. USA
(Nevada)).
West African Resources (Trying to become a gold producer in West Africa. 3 Rating.
Gold. Late Stage Production. West Africa (Burkina Faso)).
Gold Standard Ventures (Advancing a large gold project in Nevada. 2 Rating. Gold.
Project Generator. USA (Nevada)).
Rubicon Minerals (Trying to become a gold producer in Canada. 3 Rating. Gold. Late
Stage Production. Canada (Ontario)).
Tembo Gold (Early exploration in Tanzania. 2 Rating. Gold. Early Exploration.
Tanzania).
Kilo Goldmines (Early exploration in Central Africa. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. Central Africa (DRC)).
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Azumhah Resources (Trying to become a gold producer in West Africa. 3 Rating.
Gold. Late Stage Production. West Africa (Ghana)).
Beadell Resources (Gold producer in Brazil. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier Producer.
Brazil).
Condor Gold (Trying to become a gold producer in Nicaragua. 3 Rating. Gold. Late
Stage Production. Nicaragua).
Dacian Gold (Advancing a gold project to production in Australia. 2 Rating. Gold.
Near-Term Producer. Australia).
Kula Gold (Their JV partner is trying to build a mine in Papua New Guinea. 2 Rating.
Gold. Project Generator. Papua New Guinea).
MacPhersons Resources (Trying to become a gold & silver producer in Australia. 3
Rating. Gold. Late Stage Production. Australia).
Brio Gold (Gold producer in Brazil. 3 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier Producer. Brazil).
Candente Gold (Trying to advance a gold project in Mexico. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. Mexico).
Bitterroot Resources (Trying to advance a silver project in Arizona. 1.5 Rating. Silver.
Project Generator. USA (Arizona)).
Alacer Gold (Gold producer in Turkey. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier Producer. Turkey).
Natan Resources (Early exploration in Canada. 1.5 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (Quebec)).
Sutter Gold (Trying to become a gold producer in California. 1 Rating. Gold. Late
Stage Production. USA (California)).
Goldrich Mining (Small gold producer in Alaska. 2 Rating. Gold. Small Producer. USA
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(Alaska)).

Marifil Mines (Early exploration in Argentina. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Argentina).
Tethyan Resources (Early exploration in Serbia. 1.5 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Serbia).
Gonzaga Resources (Osprey Gold) (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold.
Project Generator. Canada (Nova Scotia)).
Capricorn Metals (Trying to become a gold producer in Australia. 3 Rating. Gold. Late
Stage Production. Australia).
Thundelarra Ltd (Early exploration in Australia. 1.5 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Australia).
Panterra Gold (Small producer in the Dominican Republic. 2 Rating. Gold. Small
Producer. Dominican Republic).
Star Gold Corp. (Trying to become a small gold producer in Nevada. 2 Rating. Gold.
Late Stage Production. USA (Nevada)).
Braveheart Resources (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. Canada (British Columbia)).
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Investment Bias

I want to clarify how I do my ratings and the focus of my valuations. My investment
bias is on future cash flow at $2500 gold and $100 silver. For this reason, I put very
little emphasis on the short-term. My ratings are future based (3-5 years). Moreover,
if I am wrong about gold reaching $2500 in the next 3-5 years, then my ratings likely
will fall short. Thus, by using a future bias I am introducing a high level of risk.
The Top 25 are the best risk/reward stocks at $2500 gold and $100 silver. The Top
Picks include stocks that I consider 5+ baggers at $2500 gold and $100 silver, have 3
ratings or higher, and do not have any significant red flags. Significant red flags would
include high debt, low cash, financing issues, location issues, growth issues, legal
issues, timeline issues, management issues, etc.
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Disclaimer
The information contained in the newsletter has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but
there is no guarantee as to the completeness or accuracy and it should be validated by yourself. There may
be factual errors. Because individual investment objectives vary, information on this website should not be
construed as advice to meet the particular needs of the reader. Don Durrett et al. are not financial advisors
and none of this information should be construed as financial advice. Any opinions expressed herein are
statements of our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice. Any action taken as a
result of reading this independent market research is solely the responsibility of the reader. Don Durrett et
al. are not and do not profess to be professional investment advisors, and strongly encourage all readers to
consult with their own personal financial advisors, attorneys, and accountants before making any investment
decision. Don Durrett et al. and/or independent consultants or members of their families may have a
position in the securities mentioned. Investing and speculation are inherently risky and should not be
undertaken without professional advice. Always do you own due diligence before making an investment
decision. Understand that mining stocks are high risk investments, situations change rapidly and there is
considerable risk on many fronts: political, legal, operational, market and environmental. Following and/or
acting on any information blindly and without personal justification is foolhardy and likely to result in a bad
outcome. By your act of reading this website, you fully and explicitly agree that Don Durrett et al. will not be
held liable or responsible for any decisions you make regarding any information discussed herein.
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